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Foreword from the Chair
During 2019, the Board focused on developing key elements of the next MediumTerm Strategy especially evolving the Plantwise concept, helping smallholder
farmers access markets and adapt to climate change and pursuing new
product development to drive future growth in Publishing. The situation with the
deficit of the legacy UK Defined Benefit Pension Scheme has been a standing
agenda item throughout the year and we have also made sure that plans for
the Wallingford office development and delivery of the 2019 Review Conference
moved forward successfully.
The new Medium-Term Strategy, which has the input and approval of our Member
Countries, is now geared to the delivery of eight of the Sustainable Development
Goals with a much stronger focus on climate action and gender equality. A key
element of this has been the evolution of our strategy for Plantwise and Action on
Invasives, bringing these two flagship programmes together under an integrated
programme – Plantwise Plus. This will move towards a more proactive and cropfocused strategy to promote climate-smart approaches to increase the supply of
safer and more nutritious food, linking closely with our value chain activities.
The Publishing business has continued to protect the key revenue stream from
our core database and compendia activities, at the same time investing in
innovative new product development. The CABI Agriculture and Bioscience open
access journal is now open for business, while the Digital Learning package and
BioProtection Portal will be launched in the first quarter of this year.
The deficit in the legacy UK Defined Benefit Pension Scheme is a major risk to
CABI’s existence and potential serious liability for Member Countries. The Board
has monitored the situation closely throughout the year. A Board Sub-Committee
has worked positively and productively with the Trustee and the Executive Council
Sub-Committee. We would like to thank all of CABI’s Member Countries for their
support in agreeing to make additional financial contributions, especially to DFID
for their commitment of a £12 million lump sum, the first £6 million of which has
now been received.

It has been very exciting to see CABI’s new Wallingford office emerge over the
course of 2019 and, at its meeting in December, the Board was able to put on
wellington boots and hard hats to take a tour round the building with the external
structure now substantially complete and the interior fit-out well underway. We are
looking forward to moving into the new building during the autumn of 2020.
In September, it was a pleasure and a privilege to take part in CABI’s 20th Review
Conference and to meet delegates from so many of CABI’s Member Countries.
The event was handled very professionally by the CABI team with informative
presentations and lively debate throughout, reflected by the very positive
feedback received from the delegates.
At the Review Conference, Trevor Nicholls announced his intention to retire
as CEO at the end of 2020 in a planned move which had been agreed by the
Board. The succession process has now been completed with the help of an
international search consultant, Kincannon and Reed. The search identified
a promising list of candidates who were assessed through interviews with a
selection panel including Executive Council representation. We have now signed
a contract with a high-quality successor who will be in place from September to
ensure a good handover by the end of 2020.
CABI entered 2020 in a strong position with good financial security. However, the
COVID-19 pandemic has, and will continue to have, significant business impact for
CABI in 2020. The organization and its staff have shown creativity and resilience
in the face of this challenge. The Board is working closely with management to
ensure the safety of staff and to mitigate financial losses, while at the same time
delivering our commitments to donors, Member Countries and Partners.
Roger Horton, Chair
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Foreword from the CEO
Operating conditions continued to be challenging
during 2019 with academic research budgets
remaining tightly constrained, the emphasis of
donor funding shifting away from agriculture and
continued downward pressure on the overheads
allowable for international development activities.
Nevertheless, the organization made very good
progress on a number of fronts. CABI’s total
income at £37.6 million in 2019 was in line with
the prior year (2018: £37.6 million) and the core
programmes, Action on Invasives and Plantwise,
continued to contribute strongly. Operating
surplus was slightly ahead of plan at £126,000
but decreased relative to the prior year primarily
as a result of additional direct project costs which
increased by over £1 million.
During the year, we continued to deliver against the
targets and milestones of our 2017-19 MediumTerm Strategy with 91% of our (116) critical
milestones either being on track or showing only
minor variance. Scientific output also remained high
with a total of 162 peer-reviewed papers, 104 of
which were in open access journals and 57 with an
impact factor greater than two. We broke ground on
the new CABI office in January 2019 and work has
proceeded well. We are now confident that the new
office will be ready in the autumn of 2020 and within
the budget available to us from the sale of land
to CALA Homes so as to be delivered on a cashneutral basis.
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We had a number of very successful interactions
with our Member Countries through Executive
Council, the Africa Regional Consultation and the
20th Review Conference. These meetings provided
valuable insight and direction into the development
of the Medium-Term Strategy for 2020-22. They
also addressed a major corporate issue for CABI
which was the financial risk posed by the legacy
UK Defined Benefit Pension Scheme. We are very
grateful for the support of our Member Countries
in providing additional financial contributions,
enabling CABI to meet its pension obligations while
continuing to support its Member Countries.
The Action on Invasives (AoI) programme has
made good progress towards its goal to protect
and improve the livelihoods of over 50 million poor
rural households impacted by invasive species in
Africa and Asia. Funded by DFID and DGIS, we were
pleased the programme received additional top-up
funding from both donors for 2019-2020. The original
target countries were Ghana, Kenya, Pakistan and
Zambia and, in 2019, initial steps were taken to
introduce the programme in Bangladesh, Burkina
Faso and Rwanda where we can leverage a strong
Plantwise platform. Significant progress has been
made in identifying and testing potential biocontrol
agents against specific pests: fall armyworm, tomato
leaf miner and parthenium weed.
Plantwise continues to be a very strong programme
with high levels of donor approval and significant
international recognition. The cumulative reach

through plant clinics, plant health rallies, mass
extension campaigns and farmer-to-farmer sharing
has increased to more than 44 million. In total, over
4,500 plant clinics have been established in over 30
countries across Africa, Asia and the Americas, and
11,641 agricultural officers have been trained as
plant doctors. During the year, we published impact
assessment studies from a number of Plantwise
countries which demonstrated how the programme
enabled farmers to improve yields and increase
their incomes while also strengthening national
plant health systems.
In 2020, an evolution of Plantwise and Action on
Invasives into a single, global programme will take
place with the aim of embedding processes and
tools for the sustainable production of safer and
more nutritious food. The programme will build
upon the networks and governance mechanisms
established by Plantwise, with the intention to
predict, prepare for and prevent threats to plant
health, agriculture and biodiversity and provide
climate-smart solutions to farmers, using the power
of ICTs to provide advisory services at scale.
Our Medium-Term Strategy 2020-2022 has been
developed with a much greater emphasis on the
pressing need to address aspects of Sustainable
Development Goals 5 (Gender Equality) and
13 (Climate Action). It continues to leverage
CABI’s core skills in building and strengthening
sustainable, climate-resilient value chains for
food, fodder, fuel and fibre, thereby contributing to

national economic growth and food security, and
providing meaningful employment and involvement
for women, youth and marginalized groups. Our key
strategic objectives are to:
• improve market access for smallholder farmers
within sustainable value chains
• build capacity for delivery of climate-resilient
food and nutrition security
• help women and young people gain new
opportunities from access to targeted, contextspecific agricultural information and technology
• promote the balanced use and conservation of
biodiversity and ecosystems
The renewed strategy for our ‘value chains and
trade’ theme, where we have won significant new
projects, focuses on improving the productivity,
quality and sustainability of crop production
systems but has evolved to recognize this as a key
area of job creation for women and youth as well
as increasing the climate resilience of smallholder
farmers who supply these systems. The new
DFID-funded programme, Commercial Agriculture
for Smallholders and Agribusiness (CASA), is
an opportunity to attract fresh investment into
smallholder agribusinesses to help them grow.
CABI entered 2020 with more certainty than 2019
with funding for the core Action on Invasives,
Plantwise and successor programmes fully secured.

In addition, a number of other significant proposals
had either secured funding or were at an advanced
stage of contract negotiation and completion.
However, in common with a large number of
organizations around the world, the COVID-19
pandemic has, and will continue to have, significant
financial and operational implications for CABI.
Staff in all the Regional Centres in Europe, Asia
and Africa have been working from home. As an
organization, CABI has functioned and delivered
despite this. Restrictions on domestic and
international travel have delayed the implementation
of some projects as have local restrictions on incountry partners. However, agriculture and related
activities remain a priority for many countries and
so project work has largely continued, albeit more
slowly and with more restrictions. We believe
actions taken to mitigate the financial loss arising
from the COVID-19 crisis mean any potential deficit
should be covered by cash reserves.
However, we will not simply return to business
as usual – the new ‘normal’ will be significantly
different from the pre-pandemic world. Our five
‘Plan Ahead’ teams will develop response plans for
Publishing, Digital Development, Donor Funding,
Africa and Asia. In summary, we believe CABI can
be resilient and creative in meeting the challenges
facing us in 2020 and beyond.
Trevor Nicholls, CEO
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CABI’s 20th Review Conference
On 12-13 September 2019, CABI held its 20th
Review Conference in Egham in the UK. The Review
Conference of Member Countries is CABI’s most
senior governing board, which meets every three
years to review the progress of the organization’s
work programme to date and to determine its future
policies and strategies.
Following three Regional Consultations covering
Africa, the Americas and the Caribbean, and AsiaPacific, the 2019 Review Conference saw more than
100 delegates from 33 Member Countries, over
20 partner organizations and CABI come together
to endorse the organization’s Medium-Term
Strategy for 2020-2022. This strategy will respond to
the needs of Member Countries focusing on female
farmers, youth in agriculture and food systems
affected by climate change.
The event focused on an inclusive and sustainable
future for millions of smallholder farmers and
creating stronger partnerships to help build greater
global food security. Delegates from CABI Member
Countries and partner organizations discussed
how partnerships – with both the public and private
sectors – hold the key to reducing inequalities
across the food value chain.
“Throughout this conference, we have strengthened
our alliances with Member Countries, development
partners and private sector partners. Now we
can – and indeed must – work collaboratively
to drive change effectively and efficiently. These
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partnerships cannot be empty expressions of
cooperation but will generate action.”
– Dr Trevor Nicholls, CABI CEO
“Governments must facilitate programmes and
an environment that can ignite transformation,
that can ensure that we witness the inclusivity and
sustainability that we so desire.” – Her Excellency
Josefa Leonel Correia Sacko, Commissioner for
Rural Economy and Agriculture, African Union
Commission
CABI will work towards its goal of making smallholder
agriculture more resilient to climate change and
helping women and young people gain new
opportunities in agriculture by applying six areas of
expertise: crop health, development communication
and extension, digital development, invasive species,
publishing and value chains and trade.

3
days

100
delegates

33

member countries
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JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

CABI wins grant to help boost
food security in India and Ethiopia
through opening access to data

CABI shares expertise on rubber
tree blight in major new Amazon
documentary series

Scientists confirm first report of
egg parasitoid in Africa to fight
devastating fall armyworm

New CASA programme to benefit
565,000 smallholders in Uganda,
Malawi and Nepal

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

Farmers in Malawi to benefit from
space-age technology in fight
against devastating crop pests

CABI teams up with ÉLÉPHANT
VERT to fight crop-destroying
locusts and grasshoppers

Penicillium fungus grown from
original Fleming strain goes on
world tour to China and India

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

Plantwise’s efforts to increase
food security in Bolivia praised by
government

Stakeholders launch a $950m
initiative aimed at boosting
productivity for the African coffee
industry

CABI joins FAO in official launch
for International Year of Plant
Health 2020

CABI-led £1.6 million
collaboration helps reduce China’s
reliance on harmful pesticides

SEPTEMBER

Partners step-up efforts to improve
Pakistan’s food export capabilities
to China and beyond

CABI’s mission and the Sustainable Development Goals
CABI’s mission is to improve people’s lives
worldwide by providing information and applying
scientific expertise to solve problems in agriculture
and the environment

world reach the SDGs. As ever, our annual review
focuses on these goals and areas where we are
helping to make a difference to people’s lives.

By sharing knowledge and science, CABI tackles
global issues like climate change, equality, poverty,
hunger, education and sustainability. We do this by
helping farmers grow more and lose less of their
produce, combating threats to agriculture and the
environment from pests and diseases, protecting
natural habitats from invasive species and improving
access to scientific information.

Helping famers adapt to climate change
Erratic rains, severe frosts, unusually warm winters.
The world is witnessing growing incidents of the
new ‘normal’ caused by climate change. No longer
regarded as a future challenge to be faced in the
next few decades, climate disruption is already
causing substantial losses to agriculture, from wheat
in Australia to maize in Zambia.

Following the agreement of our Medium-Term
Strategy in 2019, we placed an emphasis on the
pressing need to respond to aspects of two specific
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) – SDG 5
(Gender Equality) and SDG 13 (Climate Action) –
while continuing to support the delivery of SDGs 1, 2,
4, 12, 15 and 17.

The rise in global temperatures is also leading to
greater biodiversity loss and the spread of crop
pests and invasive species. The latter are cause
for particular concern. After habitat loss, invasive
species are the second greatest threat to biodiversity
and cost the global economy an estimated
US$1.4 trillion every year.

We understand that global problems are too
complex and interconnected to be dealt with by any
one organization, which is why partnerships are at
the heart of everything we do. Answers are found
when individuals and organizations, countries and
regions, work together to solve problems and build
sustainable livelihoods.

The delicate balance of the natural world is
fundamental to life on Earth, making goals such as
SDG 13, Climate Action, all the more important.

CABI is committed to making a difference, playing
its part in creating a brighter, more equitable and
sustainable future, to being a partner in helping the

In support of this SDG, CABI is working to make
climate adaptation achievable for the world’s
smallholder farmers. Projects like Climate Smart
Villages help farmers understand and respond to
climactic extremes, while the Pest Risk Information
SErvice (PRISE) helps farmers forecast climatedriven pest outbreaks.

Creating viable futures for women and youth
in agriculture
Women and young people have the potential to
play an important role in the future of agriculture.
Although women rarely control decision-making on
family farms, they already make up 43% of the global
agricultural workforce. And while young people might
look to the cities for careers, their ambition and drive
make them an undeniable asset to farming.
The hurdles they face are real. Women often find it
harder than men to access agricultural information
to generate incomes from farming. Opportunities
in rural areas are limited for young people as
they often have little access to farming finance,
information and land.
We must break down the barriers to employment,
pursuing goals such as SDG 5, Gender Equality.
In support of this SDG, CABI is working to help
women and young people gain new opportunities
in agriculture. Projects like Gender and the Legume
Alliance (GALA) help women and young people grow
more and better quality soybeans, while the CABIled Plantwise programme helps deliver agricultural
know-how into the hands of female farmers to boost
their livelihoods.
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Helping women scientists to tackle global challenges like climate change
Sylvia Misengo Tembo is a woman making a
difference in science. In 2019, she graduated
from the Masters of Advanced Studies (MAS) in
Integrated Crop Management (ICM) – a Plantwiseaffiliated course delivered by CABI and the University
of Neuchâtel in Switzerland. She describes how the
degree has given her career a boost and helped her
tackle important global issues.
“In my country, pests have been made worse by
climate change,” says Sylvia. “The MAS in ICM
course has really helped me to understand climate
adaptation.” As a Principal Technical Research
Assistant at the Zambia Agriculture Research
Institute (ZARI), she describes the value of modules
on soil health where she learnt how to prevent soil
degradation and erosion as well as manage pest
migrations that can result from climate change.
“Swarms of locusts recently arrived in Zambia. Now
that I’ve taken the MAS in ICM course, I’m able
to make proposals about how to tackle pests like
locusts. This course has really brought change to
my work. That I can write a proposal means that I’ve
moved to a different level. Before the course, I was
considered ‘junior’, but now my work is nothing like
‘junior’. With the MAS in ICM degree, I’m able to
work at a managerial level.”
The course has given Sylvia practical knowledge to
tackle other serious pests in Zambia like the tomato
leaf miner, Tuta absoluta. “With research on different
chemicals, we’ve really contained Tuta absoluta in

Zambia. We’re trying to emphasize ICM. Writing
my thesis on Tuta absoluta was very helpful. This
work opened my eyes as to how I can help train
Plantwise plant doctors on other invasive pests.”
Sylvia also shares her knowledge with staff at
ZARI. She gives presentations to colleagues about
protecting maize crops against fall armyworm.
“This course has changed the way I work with my
colleagues. I’ve shared the information I gained
from the MAS in ICM course with my colleagues
and they’re applying it. In this way, the course
benefits me and my colleagues,” she says.
As a woman working in science, Sylvia is keen to
share her experience and passion for agriculture
with others. “When I talk to girls and young women,
I explain science as a hands-on experience. So,
to any girls and women who are talented and
have passion, I encourage them to look and find
solutions to the problems we have in life, because
when you look around, you realize that it’s science
that solves problems.”

Sylvia Misengo Tembo, graduate of the Masters of Advanced
Studies (MAS) in Integrated Crop Management (ICM), class of 2019

CABI’s Horizon Scanning Tool helps users identify
and categorize new invasive species threats to a
geographic region. The open access version is
available at www.cabi.org/horizonscanningtool

To date, 59 students have taken the MAS in ICM.
Donors
Canton of Jura
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC)
Co-financed from Plantwise funds
Partners
University of Neuchâtel
CABI centre
CABI in Switzerland
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“We, the women, can do it” – meet Jacinta, a farmer from Bolivia
With increasing threats from climate change,
pesticide resistance and invasive species, women
farmers are needed more than ever in agriculture.
The CABI-led Plantwise programme is striving
to ensure that women in agriculture gain the
knowledge they need to participate to their fullest.
For women, farming can be a powerful way to poverty
reduction. Plant doctors empower women to take the
lead in solving their own farming challenges.
Meet Jacinta Delgadillo, a farmer from Bolivia.
She and her family grow beans, peppers and
other crops for food and to generate an income.
For smallholder farmers like Jacinta, agriculture
is her family’s livelihood.
“We sacrifice a lot with our work in the fields.
We plant everything. We harvest. And also, we are
poorly paid. Aside from that, pests harm us a lot
too,” says Jacinta.
Women in Bolivia know they need to learn how
to adapt to climate change in order to safeguard
their crops from pests and diseases, and protect
their families’ food and nutritional security and
overall quality of life. But inequalities in access to
agricultural resources like finance, knowledge and
land often hinder the progress of women farmers.
Plantwise is working hard to bring more balance to
family farming not only by finding ways to encourage
more female farmers to attend clinics but also by
training more women to become plant doctors.
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“In Bolivia, female farmers are always looking out for
the well-being of their families. They fight for it. If the
fight means receiving more training and overcoming
gender barriers, Bolivian female farmers will do it.” –
Gabriela Rivadeneira, Plant Doctor
Plantwise ensures that women like Jacinta gain
farming knowledge for life. Now, when her crops are
attacked by pests and diseases, Jacinta uses the
local Plantwise plant clinic to gain knowledge about
how to better manage these threats to her livelihood.
Changes are being seen on the ground in Bolivia
with women becoming leaders in farming groups
and associations, and more women being trained
as plant doctors (62 in Bolivia) or as scientists
working behind the scenes in the lab. The benefits
of this are being seen throughout the community
(3,200 female famers attend plant clinics in Bolivia)
and this sets an example to young people too.
The future looks bright for Bolivia’s women farmers.
As Jacinta says, “Nosotras las mujeres prodemos
hacerlo; sí podemos” – “We, the women, can do it;
yes we can.”

In 2019, the Government of Santa
Cruz Department recognized
Plantwise with an award for its
sustainable production and
positive results at field level.

Jacinta Delgadillo, a farmer from Bolivia

Donors
Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research (ACIAR)
Department for International Development (DFID), UK
Directorate General for International Cooperation (DGIS), Netherlands
European Commission Directorate-General for International Cooperation
and Development (DG DEVCO)
International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD)
Irish Aid
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs (MARA), People’s Republic of China
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC)
Partners
www.plantwise.org/clinicpartners
CABI centres
Global

Plantwise helps reduce extreme poverty in Rwanda
New research into the impact of the CABI-led Plantwise
programme on smallholder farmers has revealed that
its plant clinics have contributed to reducing incidences
of extreme poverty in Rwanda by helping farmers
manage crop-devastating pests and diseases.
Dr Justice Tambo, CABI scientist and lead author
of a paper in the journal World Development, has
shown how the country’s network of plant clinics
has helped maize farmers fight fall armyworm and
maize stalk borer to achieve crop yield gains of 28%
and net income gains of 23%.
Working with the Rwanda Agriculture and Animal
Resources Development Board, Dr Tambo and
colleagues from CABI’s centre in Kenya found the
advice given to farmers has contributed to achieving
a 5% reduction in the likelihood of a household falling
below the extreme poverty line of $1.25 per day.

The results demonstrate that policies and programmes
aimed at establishing and promoting farmers’
participation in plant clinics can contribute to increased
agricultural productivity and poverty reduction.
Plantwise has set up a sustainable network of
over 4,000 plant clinics in more than 30 countries
around the world. The clinics are set in places
where local agricultural advisory officers, known as
plant doctors, advise farmers on the management
of plant pests and diseases affecting their crops. In
Rwanda, there are now 66 plant clinics and nearly
350 people trained to serve as plant doctors.
Dr Tambo says, “Around 40% of potential global
crop production is lost each year to pests and
diseases, putting a significant strain on a country’s
ability to achieve the Sustainable Development
Goals of ‘No Poverty’ and ‘Zero Hunger’. This study

complements the increasing body of evidence
showing that Plantwise is having a positive impact
on farmers’ knowledge on plant health, adoption of
good agricultural practices and increases in yields
and farm incomes.”
Donors
Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research (ACIAR)
Department for International Development (DFID), UK
Directorate General for International Cooperation (DGIS), Netherlands
European Commission Directorate-General for International Cooperation
and Development (DG DEVCO)
International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD)
Irish Aid
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs (MARA), People’s Republic of China
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC)
Partners
www.plantwise.org/clinicpartners
CABI centres
Global

Plant doctors in Rwanda help farmers diagnose problems with their crops before offering advice on how to solve these problems
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SMS campaign helps 80% of farmers learn new ways to tackle
fall armyworm in Kenya and Uganda
CABI’s technology-based information campaigns
have delivered agricultural knowledge to over half a
million small-scale farmers in Kenya and Uganda,
helping them tackle crop pests like fall armyworm.
Many smallholders are changing the way they farm
as a result.
In only two years, fall armyworm has spread from
South America to sub-Saharan Africa, destroying
maize and, with that, farmer incomes and food
security. Farmers need to know how to manage this
non-native, invasive species.
While agricultural support (extension services)
help deliver agricultural information, low funding
brings limitations; for example, Kenya has only one
extension officer for every 1,000 farmers.

By sharing knowledge about this non-native pest,
CABI is also helping farmers to build resilience
against the growing threat of invasive species.
So far, the campaigns have reached a total of over
half a million farmers and the impact is clear:
In Kenya, a telephone survey of farmers who
subscribed to the SMS service revealed that 80% of
subscribers learnt new information about managing
fall armyworm, especially about pesticides and
when to apply them.
In Uganda, smallholders are changing the way
they farm. A field survey found that farmers who
received the information were more likely to monitor
their crops regularly for pests, plant early, weed
frequently and use the right pesticides.

But technology can help.
Since 2017, CABI and partners have launched a
series of technology-based information campaigns
in Kenya and Uganda using radio, SMS messages
and community video screenings to increase pest
awareness, knowledge and management practices,
and help farmers fight fall armyworm.
The campaigns target maize-growing areas and
places where damage by fall armyworm has been
severe. The messages cover subjects like pest
scouting and actions to take once the pest has
been detected.
A community video screening on fall armyworm
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Technology-based information sharing means
farmers can grow more and lose less, increase their
incomes and prosper from their small-scale and
family farms.
Donors
Department for International Development (DFID), UK
Directorate General for International Cooperation (DGIS), Netherlands
International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD)
UK Space Agency (through the PRISE project)
Partners
Farm Radio International (FRI)
Hamwe East Africa Limited
Peripheral Vision International (PVI)
Precision Agriculture for Development (PAD)
PRISE project partners (see page 16)
www.plantwise.org/clinicpartners
CABI centres
CABI in Africa, Switzerland and the UK

80%
of farmers learn new ways
to tackle fall armyworm
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Helping maize farmers in Kenya increase their harvests
with space-based technology
Pest outbreaks can be devastating for food security
in Africa. Insects, mites and plant pathogens can
quickly spread across borders destroying crops.
Pests and diseases are estimated to cause around
40% of crop losses. Worryingly, pest movements
are becoming increasingly unpredictable as a result
of climate change.
The Pest Risk Information SErvice (PRISE),
launched in 2017, aims to solve this problem by
using data to help farmers manage pests in subSaharan Africa. PRISE predicts the timing of the
most effective and efficient control against pests
using a novel combination of earth observation
technology, real-time field observations and plantpest lifecycle modelling to deliver a science-based
service. Expansive, novel crowd-sourcing reports
strengthen and validate the system.

We are already seeing results. During the short
rains season in Kenya (2019-20), PRISE carried
out a pilot in collaboration with partner Precision
Agriculture for Development (PAD), sending SMS
information about the crop pest, fall armyworm.
A phone survey taken at the end of the season
revealed that 86% of the maize famers questioned
said fall armyworm was the biggest problem they
faced, and well over half – 60% – reported changing
their farming practices based on recommendations
made in the SMS messages. The most common
outcomes of these changes were a reduction in fall
armyworm and an increase in maize harvest.
“Our International Partnership Programme is about
building sustainable relationships between the UK’s
science expertise and developing countries to help
tackle global challenges. PRISE is an exemplar

Ministries of Agriculture through their extension experts
in Ghana, Kenya, Malawi and Zambia are actively
involved in PRISE. The system now collects and
combines disparate datasets, manipulates data using
computational and modelling expertise, and draws on
well-established international development networks.
In-country data collected from the field is fed into
the model. Risk messages and mitigation measures
are communicated to users through bulletins
and SMS, helping them to take the right pest
management action at the most appropriate time.
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The Pest Risk Information SErvice (PRISE) provides pest risk
alerts, a novel combination of earth observation technology,
satellite positioning and plant-pest lifecycle information

project that provides innovative, long-term solutions
to farmers in sub-Saharan Africa. By using satelliteenabled technologies, CABI and its partners are
able to lift people out of poverty whilst creating
stronger, sustainable businesses.” – Chris Castelli,
Programmes Director, UK Space Agency
Donors
UK Space Agency
co-financed by Plantwise
Partners
Assimila
Centre for Environmental Data Analysis
Department for Agricultural Extension Services (DAES), Malawi
Kenya Agricultural & Livestock Research Organization (KALRO)
King’s College London
Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries, Kenya
Plant Protection & Regulatory Services Directorate (PPRSD), Ghana
Zambia Agriculture Research Institute (ZARI), Zambia
CABI centres
CABI in Africa and the UK
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Africa Soil Health Consortium reaches over one million smallholder farmers
Poor soil fertility is one of the biggest hurdles
preventing small-scale farmers in sub-Saharan
Africa from improving their farm’s productivity and,
therefore, from increasing their incomes. Integrated
Soil Fertility Management (ISFM) is an important
farming technique that helps farmers make soil
healthier and, thereby, grow bigger and better crops.
However, a lack of access to reliable and timely
information about ISFM means smallholders cannot
easily learn about and put into practice these tried
and tested practices, even for the most commonly
grown crops such as common beans and maize.
To combat the lack of access to ISFM knowledge,
the CABI-led Africa Soil Heath Consortium (ASHC),
supported by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation,
was created in 2013. The consortium worked with
partners in Ghana, Nigeria, Tanzania and Uganda
to develop and launch communications campaigns
designed to help farmers understand and adopt
ISFM practices in the production of bananas,
beans, cassava, maize and soybeans.
Aside from the usual radio and text messages,
ASHC and its partners also used novel ways to
reach farmers such as comics books, drama
productions and music videos with down-to-earth
messages about soil health. This strategy proved
especially useful for reaching more members of
farming families, especially younger people, and
encouraging families to share information about soil
fertility and good agronomic practices.
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ASHC aimed to reach 450,000 farmers but, by
2019, the consortium had far exceeded its goal
reaching more than 1.3 million farmers. These
smallholders are now more aware of ISFM practices
for key crops such as maize, rice and soybean, and
the evidence from outcome studies showed that at
least 20% of them went on to adopt a range of new
soil health practices.
Over the course of seven years, CABI helped to
achieve this by cultivating partnerships with over 70
different agencies to plan and implement 18 scaleup campaigns. Between them, the partners helped
to create over 600 ISFM materials that are now
available on the ASHC website. ASHC information
materials and lessons have been shared by many
third-party agencies beyond the project’s original
scope of four countries.
To deliver objectives, ASHC worked as a family of
projects including initiatives such as Gender and
the Legume Alliance (GALA), Scaling Up Improved
Legume Technologies (SILT) and Upscaling
Technologies in Agriculture through Knowledge
Extension (UPTAKE) funded by DFID, IDRC and IFAD.
To access the free ASHC materials, visit
africasoilhealth.cabi.org

Donors
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Partners
See www.cabi.org/projects/africa-soil-health
CABI centres
CABI in Africa

‘Malkia saves the seed’ comic strip in Shujaaz – a youth comic
published in Kenya and Tanzania

Music videos help women farmers grow better soybean crops
Farmers and agro-dealers – the people who sell inputs
like fertilizers and seeds to farmers – are not always
well connected: farmers do not necessarily know
where to buy the high-quality inputs needed to grow
more produce, and agro-dealers are not always aware
of what farmers really need or want to grow.
This problem affects women farmers in particular.
In Ghana, while women are involved, for example,
in soybean production, they struggle to access
high-quality seeds and agricultural information and
training. This especially affects women speaking
minority languages.
Innovative ways of communicating are helping to put
agricultural know-how into the hands of women farmers.
Gender and the Legume Alliance (GALA) – a
collaboration between CABI and partners – aimed
to reach more women farmers in Ghana to help
them grow more and better soybeans. The alliance
considered ways to widely share valuable farming
information knowing that multiple local languages
made channels like local radio difficult to use.
GALA took the novel approach of developing music
videos about growing soybeans and screened them
in 200 villages in northern Ghana.
To build audiences for the screenings, short
comedy films were shown before the music videos
and other instructional films. The women could
attend because the children were allowed to come
too. The screening officers noticed that if the video

was good, the mothers would want to stay and
the children knew to keep quiet. Q&As after the
screenings made the videos popular and meant
the information was shared more effectively.
The music videos reached around 41,000 members
of farming households, with more women attending
than men. In addition, a Facebook campaign
reached another 45,000 farmers.
Part of the success was down to carefully crafted
music: although contemporary and reflecting the
popular culture of ‘high life’ and ‘hip life’, the music
was also based on traditional folk music rhythms
and meant the videos appealed to a wide age range.
The videos also reflected the differences in the ways
men and women farmed in the different regions.

a helpline for farmers as well as an SMS message
service to inform farmers about the availability of
inoculants at its dealerships.
Donors
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Department for International Development (DFID), UK, through
Sustainable Agricultural Intensification Research and Learning in Africa
(SAIRLA)
Partners in Ghana
Countrywise Communication, Ghana – film by Anas Inusah and Raymond Vuol
Duncan Sones Associates
El Twist – Dagaare speaking musician
Green-Ef
I-Logix
IITA/N2Africa
Savanna Agricultural Research Institute (SARI)
The Choggu Boys – Dagbani speaking musicians
CABI centres
CABI in Africa

After the campaign (music videos, conventional
videos, SMS and leaflets) farmers reported
a greater awareness about soybean farming
practices including planting in line, weeding
regularly, spacing seeds apart and using fertilizers
and inoculants (organisms that help plant health).
Data collected showed an increase in the adoption
of crop rotation and chemical weeding of 4-16%.
The increase in interest from farmers about farming
practices was backed up by numerous queries
recorded at local shops. Links built between
farmers and agro-dealers contributed towards the
push to develop specific legume fertilizer: New Yara
Legume. Input provider, Green-Ef, co-invested in

Farmers dancing in the soybean music video recorded in
Dagaare, one of eight Ghanaian languages used in the campaign
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Helping plant protection officers make a difference to agricultural extension
Using expertise in plant health and diseases, in
2019, CABI launched the first in its range of CABI
Academy online courses, Crop Pest Diagnosis.
Based on CABI’s flagship programme, Plantwise,
the course takes a holistic and international
approach to pest diagnostics.
The self-study course is designed to give students
and agronomists the skills they need to identify new
and emerging threats to crops, reducing risks to the
food supply chain and improving productivity. Micoy
Campbell, who works as an agricultural extension
officer with the Rural Agricultural Development
Authority (RADA) in Jamaica, says:
“Since completing the Crop Pest Diagnosis course,
I have seen changes in my extension delivery in a
positive way. I am now better able to identify different
types of pests and diseases that might affect crops
within my area. As a result of this, I am confident in
making recommendations to the farmer and also
effectively managing these pests and diseases using
an integrated pest management approach.”
The training includes the main pathogen groups as
well as insect pests and nutrient deficiencies, and
lets learners go out directly into the field and apply
their learning.
Tamara Coleman, also an agricultural extension
officer with RADA, says, “I found the Crop Pest
Diagnosis course to be very educational and
informative. [It] opened my eyes to a lot of the
different insects, fungi and bacteria that I wouldn’t
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be able to identify out in the field. It is a course that
I would recommend to all plant doctors to help us
assist farmers in improving their crops. I think [it]
will aid me throughout the rest of my career.”
During the COVID-19 outbreak, we have opened up
the Diagnosis course to a global audience, enrolling
over 3,000 participants, of whom 1,200 have
successfully completed and received a certificate.
Participants have come from 89 countries including
significant contingents from Bangladesh, India,
Jamaica, Kenya, Nepal, Nigeria, Pakistan and
Rwanda. 98% of participants would recommend the
course to a colleague.
For more information about CABI’s publishing products, go to
www.cabi.org/publishing.
Most of our print books are also available as eBooks through your usual
retailer or supplier.

3,000
participants

89

countries including Bangladesh, India, Jamaica,
Kenya, Nepal, Nigeria, Pakistan and Rwanda

98%

would recommend the course to a colleague

Showing investors the big business case in small-scale farming
In Africa and Asia, small-scale farms have the potential
to boost economies but farmers often find it difficult
to grow produce of a high enough quality to sell to
commercial markets. This increases the perception
among agribusinesses that sourcing produce from
smallholders is risky and, ultimately, reduces investors’
appetites for financing these businesses.
But a new five-year £30 million DFID-funded
programme – Commercial Agriculture for
Smallholders and Agribusiness (CASA) – of which
CABI is a partner aims to stimulate investment in
emerging agricultural markets and improve the
livelihoods of over half a million smallholder farmers
and their families in Malawi, Nepal and Uganda.
CASA has started to showcase successful business
models that source produce from smallholders
and pull together the evidence base supporting
the commercial and development impact of these
business models. In this way, the project is making
the commercial and development case for investing in
agribusinesses that buy produce from smallholders.
In 2019, CASA started to bridge evidence gaps and
collect a database of evidence to ensure that investors
and policymakers have access to the right information
and people to make inclusive agribusiness models
succeed. This innovative approach helps further the
goals of international development.

“We are excited to work with investors across the
developing world to demonstrate to them and
to the wider investor community how investing
in agricultural supply chains through inclusive
technical assistance produces a win-win outcome
for both commercial returns and raising incomes
of smallholder farmers.” – Abigail Thomson,
Team Lead, CASA Technical Assistance Facility,
TechnoServe.
CABI will use its expertise to place knowledge
into the hands of agribusiness investors by
reaching at least 1,000 government, donor or
business stakeholders. By ensuring investors and
policymakers have access to the right information
and people, CASA will attract more investment into
the sector, boosting economic growth and raising
demand for smallholder produce.
The programme will commission original research
on effective approaches to investment support and
hold a series of events for investors such as global
summits and tourism missions.
Ultimately, CASA aims to improve the livelihoods
of farmers by helping equitable trade to happen in
expanding commercial markets while enhancing
the sustainability and climate resilience of farming
systems and supporting the conservation of
biodiversity and ecosystems.

Donors
Department for International Development (DFID), UK
Partners
iied
Malabo Montpellier Panel
NIRAS
Swisscontact
TechnoServe
CABI centres
CABI in the UK
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CABI scientists recommend measures to
protect East Africa’s ecology and economy
from woody weeds
East Africa is under attack from a non-native woody
weed – Prosopis juliflora. Brought to the region
some 50 years ago from its native Central and South
America, the tree, introduced for charcoal, firewood
and animal feed, has spread widely becoming a major
threat to the environment and to people’s livelihoods.
In particular, this evergreen tree consumes substantial
amounts of water, thereby exacerbating the effects of
climate change on water resources.
CABI has been working to shine a light on the extent of
the damage caused by prosopis in eastern Africa and
to make recommendations about how to manage this
noxious weed before it further damages the region’s
ecology and economy.
In 2019, CABI research helped to reveal that, in
the Afar Region of Ethiopia, prosopis had invaded
a staggering 1.2 million hectares of cropland and
rangeland in 35 years. It also revealed that prosopis
was a major reason for losses in annual ecosystem
services (the collective benefits that humans gain
from the natural environment) in this region estimated
at US $602 million.
In Baringo County, Kenya, CABI scientists reported
how the weed has increased by over 2,000% in 28
years, reducing grasslands by a massive 86% and
irrigated croplands by 57%. Prosopis is a cause of
significant environmental damage and has even
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become a source of conflict among pastoralists
seeking places for their livestock to graze.
Research reveals that early detection and rapid
response, especially in areas that will become more
prone to invasions due to climate change, will be
essential for slowing down the fast spread of prosopis.
For areas already invaded, a management strategy
that clearly defines management goals for target
areas, ensures rigorous communication across and
within national borders, and includes biological control,
is needed to nip the woody weed scourge in the bud.
Donors
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC)
Swiss National Science Foundation
Partners
Center for Development and Environment (CDE), University of Bern,
Switzerland
Centre for Training and Integrated Research in ASAL Development
(CETRAD), Kenya
Centre of Excellence for Invasion Biology (CIB), University of
Stellenbosch, South Africa
Haramaya University, Ethiopia
Kenya Forestry Research Institute (KEFRI), Kenya
Sokoine University of Agriculture, Tanzania
Tanzania Forestry Research Institute (TAFORI), Tanzania
Water and Land Resource Centre (WLRC), Ethiopia
CABI centres
CABI in Kenya and Switzerland
To download CABI’s open access books, go to
www.cabi.org/open-access-booklist

2,000%

prosopis increase, in Baringo County over 28 years

86%
grassland reduction

57%

irrigated cropland reduction
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Helping practitioners make a change for the better in public health
Global health is one of the most important issues
facing us today. From nutrition to the global spread
of COVID-19, these serious challenges show us the
value of understanding and addressing public health.
In 2019, CABI’s Global Health – the go-to
bibliographic database for the study and practice
of national, regional and international public health
– underwent a major upgrade and now boasts its
own interface with more than 3.4 million records
dedicated to public health.
Aimed at public health researchers and practitioners,
Global Health is helping students of Peoples-uni in
their study of public health. Peoples-uni is a UKbased charity that aims to improve the health of
people living in low- to middle-income countries
using low-cost public health eLearning. Volunteer
tutors run the programme for students who join from
over 100 countries, many from Africa and Asia.
Dick Heller, Emeritus Professor at the Universities
of Manchester, UK, and Newcastle, Australia, and
founder and coordinator of Peoples-uni says:
“Global Health is an excellent resource. An evidencebased approach underpins the educational
programme, so access to published literature is key.
This is particularly important during the dissertation
for our Public Health Masters programme where
a systematic review of literature is one of the main
learning outcomes. Global Health will be a fantastic
resource for our students, especially as they conduct
their literature reviews.”
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Prof Heller talks about how some of his alumnae from
countries like Nigeria, Rwanda and Tanzania have
benefited from access to Global Health and how he
has already added reports found in the database to
the university’s Public Health Masters programme.
“In the absence of access to a university library,
we rely on open source full text materials. CABI’s
Global Health, with its comprehensive database, will
allow our students to identify and access literature
that is relevant not only to the health problem they
are studying but to the setting in which they work.”
In early 2020, CABI made more than 17,000 relevant
coronavirus records from across Global Health
and CAB Abstracts available for free to support the
international effort to fight the outbreak of COVID-19.
This action was aimed at public health professionals,
researchers, academics and policy makers who are
vital to the response to the outbreak by providing
information relevant to the immediate and future
needs of those affected. Access has been extended
to the end of August 2020.
For more information about Global Health, go to
www.cabdirect.org/globalhealth
To download CABI’s open access books, go to
www.cabi.org/open-access-booklist

Prof Dick Heller (left) with Solabomi Babalola, Carole Metekoua
and Ian Machingura (from left to right), who are all graduates of
the Peoples-uni

Global Health now includes more than 3.4 million
records including over 110,000 full text articles,
dedicated to public health as well as access to
397 book chapters, around 170 reviews and
over 900 news records

In 2019, SciDev.Net – the world’s leading source
of reliable and authoritative news, views and
analysis about science and technology for global
development – helped to raise awareness about
vital global health issues.
In November 2019, SciDev.Net contributor,
Claudia Mazzeo, was honoured by the Argentinean
Society of Medical Journalism for her article
published by SciDev.Net about the threat of Zika
virus in Latin America.
Claudia, a regular contributor to SciDev.Net, who
specializes in science, technology and environmental
journalism, alongside her role as a professor of
science journalism and environmental communication,
impressed judges in the ‘Internet Category’ of an
annual competition run by the organization.

In the interview, the minister explained his plan to
gradually transform an Ebola Centre of Excellence
into a Centre for Disease Control, which will
enhance the Ministry of Health’s capacity to monitor
outbreaks, identify public health threats and
formulate a response.
SciDev.Net Donors
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
European Journalism Centre
International Development Research Centre (IDRC)
Robert Bosch Stiftung
São Paulo Research Foundation (FAPESP)
Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (Sida)
Wellcome Trust

In March 2019, SciDev.Net journalist, Amzath
Fassassi, published an exclusive interview
with Congolese health minister, Oly Ilunga Kalenga,
on the country’s Ebola crisis. Since the start of
the outbreak, in August 2018, the Ebola virus has
caused 564 confirmed deaths in the Democratic
Republic of Congo.

SciDev.Net’s Script is a free training
and networking resource for journalists,
scientists and anyone who wants to
communicate science in an engaging
and accurate way. Find out more at
www.scidev.net/script

SciDev.Net contributor, Claudia Mazzeo, holds her award from the
Argentinean Society of Medical Journalism for her article published
by SciDev.Net about the threat of Zika virus in Latin America

©Patrick Adams, RTI International

She highlighted the risk of rural populations’ lack of
knowledge about the Zika virus and how it spreads
making, as she said, “disease prevention the key
missing component in the public health agenda.”
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Fighting the scourge of Himalayan balsam with
cutting-edge protein ‘fingerprinting’ technology
CABI is using the very latest technology to help lead
the fight against one of the UK’s most invasive and
problematic weeds – Himalayan balsam. This plant
was first introduced to the UK as an ornamental
by the Victorians but has since spread across the
countryside, affecting river banks, in particular, to
become a major threat to local ecosystems.
Scientists at CABI’s laboratories in Egham are using
a state-of-the-art machine to better understand and,
therefore, tackle this weed – a Matrix-Assisted LaserDesorption and Ionization Time-Of-Flight (MALDI-TOF)
mass spectrometer.
Funded by the Crop Health and Protection (CHAP)
project, this machine takes a protein ‘fingerprint’ that
distinguishes between variants of Himalayan balsam
from different regions in the UK – important because
this helps scientists understand the best ways of
naturally controlling the plant from spreading further.
The technology also allows researchers to quickly
identify bacteria and make comparisons between very
similar-looking fungi, insects or plants. This is essential
to CABI’s mission of helping farmers grow more and
lose less to crop pests and diseases as well as helping
to solve wider problems in the environment such as
invasive weeds.
While several MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer samplepreparation methods are currently available, none can
be applied broadly, for example, to insects and plants.
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This is why CABI has developed an inexpensive and
‘single-tube’ method of identification, which is being
used to find a natural control for Himalayan balsam –
in this case, a rust fungus.
Dr Mike Reeve, CABI’s Innovations and Contracts
Manager, says, “We have also adapted this method
to distinguish between regional variants of insect
species used to control fruit-flies. In collaboration with
our colleagues in Switzerland, we discovered an insect
population that was thought to be the same species
as others collected from China and Japan but was,
in fact, significantly different – an observation since
confirmed by DNA analysis.”
CABI centres
CABI in Switzerland and the UK
CABI is a leading provider of microbial services. We specialize in
microbial identification and verification, and provide professional
microbiology services in support of industry, academia and agriculture.
For more information, go to www.bioscience.cabi.org

The MALDI-TOF machine takes a mass spectrometry protein
‘fingerprint’ of the species, which results in data that show where
the species comes from

THANK YOU
CABI’s ability to improve lives worldwide is made possible by the generous
contributions of the many members, donors and partners we work with.
For this, we want to say a big thank you.

Your ongoing support has enabled us to help…
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...her family

...her crops

...her farm

...his orchard

...their yield

...his business

Ministry of Agriculture and
Rural Affairs (MARA)
People’s Republic of China

...her market garden

...their education

...her career

...their training
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...their village

...his cattle

...their knowledge

...their soil health

...her future

Governance
CABI Board
The governing board oversees CABI’s
programmes and guides management
on operational and strategic issues.

Dr Lutz-Peter Berg

Dr Ismahane Elouafi

Prof Dame Anne Glover

Mr Roger Horton (Chair)

Mr Andrew Jack

Mr Akhter Mateen

Dr Trevor Nicholls (CEO)

Professor Ruth Oniang’o

Mr Rob Sloley (CFO)

Mr Paulus Verschuren

Dr Prem Warrior

Review Conference
CABI’s high-level governing body is the
Review Conference of Member Countries,
which reviews CABI’s work programmes and
determines its broad policies and strategies.

Executive Council
Representatives from each Member Country
meet to monitor CABI’s affairs and implement
Review Conference resolutions. The Council
approves the annual budget, the admission
of new members, appointment of auditors
and key policy decisions.

Liaison Officers
Each Member Country has at least one Liaison
Officer. Their role is to provide a crucial link
between their country and CABI.
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CABI is an inter-governmental, not-for-profit
organization governed through a United Nations
treaty-level agreement. We work with countries
that represent over half of the world’s population,
or over four billion people. Many people in
developing countries are smallholder farmers.
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Our membership structure means that CABI’s work
delivers development and research projects and
scientific publishing products that strengthen and
complement existing national capabilities, helping
to improve people’s lives worldwide.
Since its beginnings as an entomological committee
in 1910, our organization has grown to the
Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux in 1947, to
CAB International in 1987, to its present structure
today. The diagram shows when members have
joined throughout our long journey.
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Financials

Statement of comprehensive income
for the year ended 31 December 2019

income
sales and project income
member country contributions
CABITAX recovery
miscellaneous income
expenditure
staff costs
direct project costs
production
facilities and maintenance
sales and distribution
travel
depreciation and leasehold amortisation
consultants, freelancers
restructuring costs
expected credit losses of member country contributions
associated company profit
(loss) / profit on foreign currency exchange
other costs
operating surplus / (deficit) before interest
interest receivable
operating surplus / (deficit) for the year before exceptional items
gain on sale of property
operating surplus / (deficit) for the year
other comprehensive income / (deficit) items that may be
subsequently reclassified to operating surplus / (deficit)
cash flow hedges
movement between funds
other (losses) / gains on defined benefit pension schemes

total comprehensive (deficit) / surplus for the year
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2019
£’000

2018
£’000

34,696
1,475
1,235
208
37,614

34,877
1,306
1,217
172
37,572

(9,914)
(19,973)
(3,173)
(1,482)
(433)
(707)
(912)
(355)
–
(152)
94
(58)
(457)
(37,522)
92
34
34
126

(9,950)
(18,892)
(3,150)
(1,734)
(511)
(670)
(856)
(657)
(80)
(95)
22
263
(853)
(37,163)
409
14
14
423

–
126

4,223
4,646

362
(75)
(10,194)
(9,907)

(322)
(75)
9,691
9,294

(9,781)

13,940

CABI’s total income of £37.6m was in line with the prior year with CABI’s core
Action on Invasives and Plantwise programmes continuing to contribute strongly
to the operating performance. In Publishing, although there was a downturn in
book sales, income from the scientific database products remained robust with
subscription sales of the Global Health database growing by 7% continuing its
upward trend. As had been anticipated, the operating surplus (before exceptional
items) decreased to £126k, primarily as a result of additional direct project costs,
which increased by over £1m on the prior year.
The UK pension liability, included on the CABI balance sheet with the annual
movement shown in ‘other comprehensive income / (deficit)’, increased in
2019 because of a decrease in bond yields. However, our Member Countries
have agreed to significantly increase annual membership fees to augment
CABI’s existing contributions to manage the pension liability. Furthermore, the
UK Department for International Development (DFID) approved a £12m one-off
payment to the scheme payable in three tranches with the first tranche of £6m
transferred in February 2020.
The total cash balance decreased to £5.6m at the end of 2019, primarily due to the
cost of construction of the new corporate office. However, with additional funding
secured from major donors and the substantial proceeds from the sale of land at
Wallingford expected in mid-2020, we believe CABI to be well positioned to meet
the very significant challenges of the year ahead.

Statement of financial position

Statement of cash flows

for the year ended 31 December 2019

for the year ended 31 December 2019
2019
£’000

assets
non-current assets
land and buildings
plant and equipment
intangibles
intangibles – goodwill
investments accounted for using the equity method
current assets
inventories
trade and other receivables, net of provisions:
– sales receivables
– sums owing by project sponsors
– from member countries
other financial assets:
– derivative financial asset
– cash and cash equivalents
other receivables
total assets
equity and liabilities
equity
revaluation reserve
cash flow hedges
designated fund
accumulated deficit
total equity
liabilities
non-current liabilities
post-employment benefits
lease liabilities
current liabilities
sales income received in advance
member contributions in advance
sums held on behalf of project sponsors
trade and other payables:
– trade payables
– other payables
other financial liabilities
– derivative financial liability
total liabilities
total equity and liabilities

2018
£’000

16,840
1,326
460
113
718
19,457

12,425
1,406
472
113
797
15,213

2,224

1,757

2,882
2,528
–

2,794
1,108
3

126
5,933
3,142
16,835
36,292

–
11,511
2,514
19,687
34,900

(4,255)
(126)
(75)
92,518
88,062

(4,255)
236
(75)
82,375
78,281

(108,774)
(39)
(108,813)

(98,580)

(3,996)
–
(7,003)

(3,719)
(3)
(6,811)

(2,284)
(2,258)

(1,635)
(2,197)

–
(15,541)
(124,354)
(36,292)

(236)
(14,601)
(113,181)
(34,900)

(98,580)

2019
£’000

2018
£’000

(667)
(667)

1,807
1,807

cash flows from investing activities:
payments to acquire tangible fixed assets
payments to acquire intangible assets
gain on sale of other tangible assets
interest received
Initial investment for joint venture in Pakistan
dividend received from Conidia
net cash (used in) / generated from investing activities

(4,950)
(82)
–
34
–
180
(4,818)

(965)
(1)
4,223
14
(48)
–
3,223

cash flows from financing activities:
principal elements of lease payments
net cash (used in) / generated from financing activities
net (decrease) / increase in cash and cash equivalents

(93)
(93)
(5,578)

–
–
5,030

reconciliation of operating surplus to net cash inflow
from operating activities
operating surplus before interest
depreciation and amortisation charges
share of associated company (profits)
loss on disposal of property, plant, equipment
(increase) in inventories
(increase) / decrease in trade and other receivables
increase in trade and other payables
increase / (decrease) in income in advance
(increase) in other receivables
cash (used in) / generated from continuing operations

17
912
(94)
–
(467)
(1,505)
632
466
(628)
(667)

309
856
(22)
384
(562)
2,453
96
(466)
(1,241)
1,807

movement in net cash during the year
net cash at 1 January
net cash at 31 December
movement in net cash during the year

11,511
5,933
(5,578)

6,481
11,511
5,030

cash flows from operating activities
cash (used in) / generated from continuing operations
net cash (used in) / generated from operating activities

NOTES TO THE CASH FLOW STATEMENT
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